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If light new physics with lepton-flavor-violating couplings exists, the prime discovery channel might
not be ` → `′γ but rather ` → `′X, where the new boson X could be an axion, majoron, familon
or Z′ gauge boson. The most conservative bound then comes from `→ `′ + inv, but if the on-shell
X can decay back into leptons or photons, displaced-vertex searches could give much better limits.
We show that only a narrow region in parameter space allows for displaced vertices in muon decays,
µ→ eX,X → γγ, ee, whereas tauon decays can have much more interesting signatures.
INTRODUCTION
The Standard Model (SM) brings with it the accidental
conservation of baryon number B and individual lepton
numbers Le,µ,τ . The linear combination B +
∑
α Lα is
broken at a non-perturbative level [1] and the differences
Lα − Lβ are clearly violated by neutrino oscillations [2].
Despite of that, we have yet to observe a lepton-flavor-
violating (LFV) process involving charged leptons, which
is, without additional assumptions, decoupled from neu-
trino oscillations and thus a perfect signature of new
physics [3].
Assuming new particles with LFV couplings much
heavier than the energies in question allows one to use an
effective-field-theory approach with higher-dimensional
operators, which typically make µ → eγ, µ → 3e or
µ–e conversion (Tab. I) the best processes to detect LFV
in the µ–e sector (see e.g. Ref. [4, 5]). This conclusion
no longer holds if new particles with LFV couplings ex-
ist that are lighter than the muon. Examples for these
are plentiful, be it light gauge bosons Z ′ [6–11] or light
(pseudo-)scalars, e.g. familons, majorons or axion(-like)
particles [12–24]. The usually considered processes listed
above are then typically heavily suppressed, making the
two-body decay µ → eX the prime search channel. The
signature here depends on the decay channels of X:
1. If X decays invisibly, for example into neutrinos or
dark matter, only the mono-energetic electron can
be searched for on top of the continuous Michel
spectrum, with limits on BR(µ → eX) of order
10−5 [25] and 10−6 [26], depending on mX and
the chirality. The emission of an additional pho-
ton can help to further reduce background, leading
to BR(µ→ eγX) < 10−9 [27, 28].
2. If X decays into visible particles, e.g. X → e+e− or
X → γγ, much better limits could be obtained as
long as the decay happens inside of the detector.
This typically involves a reconstruction of the dis-
placed vertex (DV) of X → vis and thus different
cuts and triggers than usual. We stress that the
signatures are background-free both due to their
LFV nature and the DV.
Similar considerations hold for LFV τ decays, which al-
low for many more visible DV channels, including X →
hadrons. Invisible τ → `X decays have been studied at
ARGUS [29] (see also older limits in Refs. [30, 31]), and
are under investigation at Belle [32].
LFV decays with DV are only possible in certain
kinematical regions, e.g. 2me < mX < mµ − me for
µ → eX,X → ee, and furthermore require the X decay
length to be larger than the experimental vertex resolu-
tion and smaller than the detector. This leaves a sliver
of testable parameter space where limits can be put on
BR(µ→ eX,X → ee), illustrated in Fig. 1 (see later for
details). Since sub-GeV particles X with couplings to
leptons or photons are strongly constrained by other ex-
perimental searches, it is not obvious that there is viable
parameter space for LFV DV. As we will see below, there
is only a small feasible region for muon decays, whereas
tauon decays are much less constrained and can have a
plethora of interesting signatures.
The focus of this letter will be these LFV decays with
DV. Existing work is scarce; we are not aware of any an-
alyzes for τ , but there is an old limit from SINDRUM on
BR(µ → eX,X → ee) of order 10−11 [42] and a thesis
within the MEG collaboration on BR(µ→ eX,X → γγ)
with a limit of order 10−11 [43]. We expect Mu3e [39]
to vastly improve at least the SINDRUM limit, and en-
Process Current Future
µ→ e conv. O(10−12) [33] 10−17 [34, 35]
µ→ eγ 4.2× 10−13 [36] 4× 10−14[37]
µ→ ee¯e 1.0× 10−12 [38] 10−16 [39]
µ→ eγγ 7.2× 10−11 [40] –
µ→ eγX,X → inv O(10−9) [27, 28] –
µ→ eX,X → inv O(10−5) [25] 10−8 [41]
µ→ eX,X → ee O(10−11) [42] < 10−14
µ→ eX,X → γγ O(10−10) [28, 43] 10−11 [43]
TABLE I: LFV processes in the muon sector with current
(90% C.L.) and future limits on branching ratios. Limits in-
volving a new light boson X depend on its mass, lifetime, and
branching ratios, see references and text for details.
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FIG. 1: Signatures of µ → eX, X → ee depending on X
mass and Xee coupling strength. For mX < 2me or if X
decays outside of the detector, the signature is mainly µ →
e + inv (blue region). For mX > mµ −me or if the X decay
length cτ is smaller than the vertex resolution, the signature
is just prompt µ→ 3e (red region). In between, a region with
detectable displaced X → ee vertex exists (green), which of
course depends on the detector geometry and acceptance.
courage searches for these kind of LFV τ decays at B
factories.
FRAMEWORK
We focus our analysis on pseudo-Goldstone bosons X,1
whose couplings to SM leptons `e,µ,τ can be conveniently
parametrized as [17]
LX = ∂µX
Λ
`αγ
µ(gVαβ + g
A
αβγ
5)`β (1)
= −iX
Λ
`α(g
V
αβ(mα −mβ) + gAαβ(mα +mβ)γ5)`β ,
with some effective scale Λ and hermitian (anti-
hermitian) coupling matrix gA (gV ), to be assumed real
in the following. In the second line we have integrated by
parts and used the equations of motion, which is justified
for on-shell particles. In the case of leptonic familons [12–
14], Λ corresponds to the scale of the broken global fla-
vor symmetry and the matrix structure of gA,V is deter-
mined by the symmetry generators [17]. However, these
couplings arise even in simple unflavored singlet-majoron
models at one-loop level [16] and depend on seesaw pa-
rameters [24]; in fact, measuring these majoron couplings
1 Vector bosons Z′ will behave similar to pseudoscalars since for
light Z′ only the longitudinal component is produced in `α →
`βZ
′ [10]. The main difference is then in the Z′ decay, which
in particular does not allow for γγ. Light CP-even scalars look
qualitatively similar and will typically mix with the Higgs boson,
leading to additional couplings [44–46].
could make it possible to reconstruct the seesaw parame-
ters without having to detect the heavy neutrinos. Diag-
onal as well as off-diagonal couplings to charged leptons
are thus a generic part of many models and in particular
relevant for neutrino-mass models with global symme-
tries.
We assume the mass of X, mX , to be an independent
parameter. It proves convenient to define the scales
Λαβ ≡ Λ/
√
(gVαβ)
2 + (gAαβ)
2 . (2)
The LFV two-body decays then take the form
Γ(`α → `βX) = m
3
α
16piΛ2
√
(1− r2X)2 + r4β − 2r2β (1 + r2X)
×
[(
(gAαβ)
2 + (gVαβ)
2
) (
1− r2β
)2
(3)
− ((gVαβ)2(1− rβ)2 + (gAαβ)2(1 + rβ)2) r2X] ,
with rβ,X ≡ mβ,X/mα. For mβ,X  mα, this is simply
m3α/(16piΛ
2
αβ). The boson decay is given by
Γ(X → `α ¯`α) = mX
2pi
(gAαα)
2m
2
α
Λ2
√
1− 4m
2
α
m2X
, (4)
Γ(X → `α ¯`β + ¯`α`β) ' mX
4pi
m2α
Λ2αβ
(
1− m
2
α
m2X
)2
, (5)
the last equation being valid for mβ  mα.
The decay X → γγ induced by a fermion loop is typ-
ically suppressed, but of course becomes the dominant
decay channel for mX < 2me [47]. We will simply as-
sume an effective photon coupling [2],
L ⊃ −gγγ
4
XFµν F˜
µν ⇒ Γ(X → γγ) = g
2
γγm
3
X
64pi
, (6)
with field-strength tensor Fµν and its dual F˜
µν =
1
2Fαβ
µναβ . The coupling gγγ with mass dimension −1
could be generated by a triangle anomaly analogous to
axions or via mixing with the longitudinal Z component
as in majoron models [24, 48]. In addition to the decay
into leptons and photons one could easily imagine invis-
ible decays (into neutrinos or additional new light par-
ticles) or decays into hadrons (for sufficiently heavy X).
To simplify the analysis we will neglect these channels.
The relevant quantity for DV is the decay length in
the laboratory frame, in which X is typically boosted.
For LFV with muons (e.g. MEG or Mu3e), the muon is
stopped before it decays into eX, so X has the following
momentum in the lab frame
|pX | =
√
(m2µ − (me +mX)2)(m2µ − (me −mX)2)
2mµ
, (7)
leading to the boosted decay length [2]
γcτ =
c|pX |
mXΓX
. (8)
3Now P (x) = exp(−x/γcτ) is the probability for X to
travel a distance x without decaying. Note that the in-
clusion of additional X decay channels can only shorten
the decay length, rendering the decay more prompt and
reducing the rate by 1− BR(X → inv).
For tau decays (e.g. in Belle or LHCb) the situation
is more complicated because the particles do not decay
at rest in the lab frame. We will leave a dedicated anal-
ysis to our experimental colleagues but nevertheless ap-
proximate the tau at rest in the following. The addi-
tional boost can increase or decrease the physical decay
length, depending on the direction of X emission in the
tau frame. Since we will see that the parameter space
for tau decays is wide open, our conclusions should be
qualitatively correct.
MUON DECAYS
We start our analysis with LFV muon decays, which
kinematically allow for µ→ eX with X → γγ or X → ee.
Decay µ→ eX,X → γγ
Assuming only geµ and gγγ to be non-zero, we have the
branching ratio in the narrow-width approximation [47]
BR(µ→ eX,X → γγ) ' BR(µ→ eX)BR(X → γγ)
' BR(µ→ eX) , (9)
and the boosted decay length from Eq. (8),
γcτ ' 32pimµ
g2γγm
4
X
' 21 cm
(
TeV−1
gγγ
)2(
10 MeV
mX
)4
. (10)
The experiment of choice for this decay chain is MEG [43]
due to the better photon detection compared to Mu3e.2
While MEG’s detector geometry should allow for recon-
structed vertices up to the meter scale, we can see from
Fig. 2 (upper left) that such large decay lengths are in-
compatible with beam dump data. Limits on gγγ , re-
derived and updated recently in Refs. [49–51], are in fact
so strong that they exclude X masses below 20 MeV and
decay lengths longer than cm. Future experiments such
as NA62, Belle-II, and SHiP [50, 51] can push this limit
to 0.1 cm (see also Ref. [53] for LHC prospects).
While vertex resolutions of order cm might be possi-
ble in MEG(-II), many of the decays will appear prompt,
but still have a different energy distribution from the
general three-body decay µ → eγγ. For not-too-heavy
X, the positron energy will actually be similar to that
from µ→ eγ for which MEG is optimized, which should
2 This could change with the extension of Mu3e by a photon con-
version layer [41, 52].
improve the efficiency of this search. Assuming an im-
provement of the 30-year-old Crystal-Box limit [28] by an
order of magnitude with MEG(II), i.e. a reach down to
BR(µ→ eX,X → γγ) ' 10−11 for sufficiently prompt X
decays [43], this corresponds to LFV scales 1012 GeV .
Λµe. For comparison, BR(µ→ eX) with invisible X de-
cay currently gives a lower limit 109 GeV . Λµe; if this
were to be improved to BR(µ → e + inv) . 10−8 with
Mu3e [41] one could push this to 1011 GeV . Λµe. This
illustrates nicely how much limits on BR(µ → eX) can
be improved if X decays back into observable particles
within the detector.
Optimistically, the observation of LFV DV allows us to
determine three quantities: the invariant γγ mass gives
mX , the total rate µ → eX,X → γγ gives Λµe via
Eq. (9), and the decay length gives gγγ via Eq. (10),
i.e. the region in Fig. 2. This is the reason why LFV DV
is such an interesting signature to pursue.
Decay µ→ eX,X → ee
Setting all X couplings but geµ and gee to zero allows
us to determine the X decay length of µ→ eX,X → ee
from Eq. (8),
γcτ ' pimµΛ
2
ee
m2em
2
X
' 2.5 cm
(
Λee
100 GeV
)2(
10 MeV
mX
)2
, (11)
and compare to existing limits on gee. At one loop,
X contributes negatively to leptonic magnetic mo-
ments [54], so we can obtain a bound from (g − 2)e [55].
We will not bother deriving collider constraints on gee
(e.g. e+e− → γX,X → e+e− [56]) because they are not
relevant for our region of interest. The most important
constraints come once more from beam dumps [54, 57],
which again prohibit decay lengths longer than cm, see
Fig. 2 (upper right). Note that Mu3e should be able to
set a limit on gee via µ
+ → e+ν¯µνeX,X → e+e− with-
out LFV, analogous to the dark photon case discussed in
Ref. [58].
Similar to the diphoton decay, µ → eX,X → ee with
a DV around cm could potentially be distinguished from
prompt decays at future experiments such as Mu3e, but
this requires a dedicated analysis. The X mass is neces-
sarily large in this region; for instance, from Fig. 2 one
can read off that decay lengths below 1 mm correspond
to allowed masses mX & 15 MeV. Since the decay length
is rather short, many of the decays will pass the cuts
for prompt µ → 3e. The light-physics origin can never-
theless leave a trace in the Breit–Wigner X peak of the
invariant e+e− mass. This is of course a very optimistic
scenario in which we observe so many LFV events that
we can determine the differential distributions.
Mu3e aims to improve the BR limit on prompt µ →
3e decays down to 10−16 [39]; prompt-enough µ →
eX,X → ee decays should then naively be probed well
below 10−14, which corresponds to limits on Λµe up to
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FIG. 2: Left: excluded regions for a scalar X with mass mX and coupling to photons gγγ [49–51]. In black we show contours
of the boosted decay length γcτ of X → γγ, assuming X to be produced from an at-rest muon decay µ → eX (upper panel)
or tauon decay τ → eX (lower panel). Here, the solid black line corresponds to γcτ = 0.01 cm, the dotted one to 0.1 cm, the
dashed one to 1 cm and the dot-dashed line to 10 cm. Right: same as left, but for a scalar X with coupling to electrons, so the
contours are for the boosted decay length γcτ of X → ee.
8 × 1013 GeV if BR(X → ee) ' 1. This is the highest
testable LFV scale in our analysis.
With non-zero couplings geµ and gee the boson X un-
avoidably contributes to µ → eγ at loop level. Defining
the function
f(x) ≡ 1− 2x+ 2x(x− 1) log
(
x
x− 1
)
, (12)
which is 1+O(x) for small x, the µ→ eγ branching ratio
takes the simple form [59]
BR(µ→ eγ) ' 3αm
2
e
8pim2µG
2
FΛ
2
eeΛ
2
µe
∣∣∣∣f (m2Xm2µ
)∣∣∣∣2 (13)
∼ 10−18
(
10 GeV
Λee
)2(
109 GeV
Λµe
)2
, (14)
to lowest order in the electron mass. This is unob-
servably small for the values probed by µ → eX and
µ → eX,X → ee, illustrating the importance of light-
boson searches.
For µ → eX,X → ee there is potentially a second
region of interest, with gee couplings below the beam-
dump limits. This region was excluded by the constraints
from the supernova SN1987A for the di-photon chan-
nel (Fig. 2 (upper left)), but the situation is different
here. Supernova limits on gee have of course been de-
rived early on [60], but usually in the context of axions
where the coupling to quarks is dominant. Thus, while
supernova constraints have been significantly improved
and refined for most other light-new-physics models and
couplings [61], there has been surprisingly little progress
for gee. While we naively expect the supernova limit to
overlap with the beam-dump limits as in most cases, the
recent evaluation of the scalar coupling Xee in Ref. [62]
shows that a gap between them is also possible. An up-
dated constraint on our gee following for example Ref. [61]
goes beyond the scope of our letter but is certainly a
worthwhile endeavor. Let us for now assume that there
is viable parameter space around Λee ∼ 30 TeV, i.e. just
below the beam-dump limits. This corresponds to de-
cay lengths above 103 cm, which is of course far outside
of the detector. Nevertheless, the probability for X to
decay within the detector is not necessarily very small,
roughly 1−P (x) ' x/γcτ . The effective branching ratio
5for X decay inside the detector is then
BR(µ→ eX)BR(X → ee)(1− P (ldec))
' BR(µ→ eX) ldec
γcτ
. (15)
Now, BR(µ → eX) is expected to be pushed down to
10−8 in Mu3e [41], while ldec/γcτ can be as big as 10−3.
Thus, effective branching ratios BR(µ → eX,X → ee)
with a DV in the detector can be as big as 10−11. Com-
pared to the case of rather short-lived X discussed before,
very few of the X → ee decays will appear prompt here,
with most decays at the edge of the detector. This will re-
duce the efficiency of the search, but should still allow to
improve the limit below 10−11 with a dedicated analysis.
If µ→ eX is observed, a search for µ→ eX,X → ee be-
comes of course obligatory. Pending updated supernova
constraints, there is room for LFV DV µ→ eX,X → ee
anywhere in the Mu3e detector.
TAUON DECAYS
The same analysis as before can be made for tauons,
with current LFV limits coming mostly from BaBar and
Belle, about to be improved with LHCb and Belle-II [3].
Decay τ → `X,X → γγ
In complete analogy to the muon case, we can study
τ → `X,X → γγ by setting all other X couplings to zero.
Note that the cases ` = e and ` = µ differ only near the
phase-space closure mX ' mτ−m`. As can be seen from
Eq. (8), the X decay length is boosted by a factor mτ/mµ
compared to the µ → eX decay, easily allowing for de-
cay lengths of order 10 cm. In addition, the kinematically
accessible masses mX ∼ GeV can evade beam-dump lim-
its altogether and essentially allow for arbitrarily long or
short X decay lengths (Fig. 2 lower left). Thus, even
without proper knowledge of the tau momentum distri-
bution in the lab frame or the vertex resolution of Belle
or LHCb we can confirm the possibility of LFV DV tauon
decays and encourage a dedicated search.
We are not aware of any experimental searches for
τ → `γγ, but limits of order BR . 10−7 exist on
the LFV channels τ → `M0,M0 → γγ, with M0 ∈
{pi0, η0} [63]. We can expect limits of the same order for
our X-mediated channels, which corresponds to scales
Λτ` ∼ 5 × 108 GeV. For comparison, old ARGUS limits
on the invisible channel BR(τ → `X) . 5×10−3 [29] cor-
respond to Λτ` & 2× 106 GeV. Also these limits will be
improved with Belle [32], but can probably never reach
the same sensitivity as τ → `X,X → γγ.
Decay τ → `X,X → ee
Just like for τ → `X,X → γγ, the large tauon
mass boosts the τ → `X,X → ee decay length out
of the highly-constrained beam-dump region, allowing
once more essentially arbitrary DV. Current limits on
the prompt decays τ → `ee are of order 10−8 [2], which
corresponds to scales Λτ` ∼ 109 GeV if the X decay is
sufficiently prompt and BR(X → ee) ' 1. The sensitiv-
ity should not suffer much for the case of DV, as long as
most X decay within the detector.
Decay τ → `X,X → µ`′
The large tauon mass allows for a plethora of kinemat-
ically possible X decays. Focusing on the muon decay
X → µµ, the main constraint on that coupling comes
from the muon’s magnetic moment. At one loop, X con-
tributes with a negative sign to (g − 2)µ [54], whereas
the experimental value is infamously larger than the SM
prediction by about 3σ. Using very conservatively the 5σ
constraint from (g − 2)µ, we obtain a lower limit Λµµ '
500 GeV (93 GeV) for mX  mτ (mX = 1.5 GeV). This
poses no problem for LFV DV, seeing as a large decay
length requires much larger Λµµ:
γcτ ' pimτΛ
2
µµ(1−m2X/m2τ )
m2µm
2
X
√
1− 4m2µ/m2X
(16)
' 10 cm
(
GeV
mX
)2(
Λµµ
106 GeV
)2
(1−m2X/m2τ )√
1− 4m2µ/m2X
.
The parameter space for LFV with muon DV is thus wide
open and ready to be explored. We expect the same
sensitivity as for the ee mode discussed above.
The last remaining LFV decay with displaced (neutral)
vertex with leptons is τ → eX,X → µe. Since mµ+me <
mX by construction, there are no µ→ eX constraints to
limit Λµe, so the main constraint comes from (g − 2)µ
again, which is weak. It is hence completely possible to
have τ+ → e+X,X → µ∓e± with a DV deep inside the
detector, which has ample observables to identify it and
should be a very background free decay.
CONCLUSION
The search strategies for rare lepton-flavor-violating
decays have historically usually been motivated by heavy
new physics, allowing for the use of effective field theory.
While this indeed covers an immense region of model
space, the absence of any signal so far implores us to
challenge this approach. An obvious loophole comes in
the form of light new particles with flavor violating cou-
plings, which could be produced on-shell and travel a
finite distance in the detector before decaying back into
known particles. Here we have shown that such LFV
6displaced vertices are indeed possible for tauon decays
τ → `X, X → `′`′′, γγ, with essentially unconstrained
decay length. For muon decays µ→ eX, X → γγ, beam-
dump experiments and supernova data already constrain
the decay length to be below a cm, rendering these de-
cays fairly prompt. The µ→ eX, X → ee mode requires
a dedicated re-analysis of supernova limits to evaluate
the potential displaced-vertex lengths. We urge our ex-
perimental colleagues to perform dedicated searches for
rare LFV DV decay channels, e.g. at MEG(-II), Mu3e,
and Belle(-II).
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